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0. 
You’re a scientist
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• What jobs do scientists do?  • How can science help the world? 

1. 
Plants 
Page 10 

Watch.

What are plants?
Watch.

Do all plants lose 
their leaves in 
autumn?

Where do plants 
grow?

Watch.  

How do plants 
survive in different 
places? 

What are the parts 
of a flower? 

2. 
Animals  
Page 26

Watch.

What are animals?
Watch.  

What are domestic 
animals?

Where do animals 
live? 

What do animals 
eat?  

Watch.

What are 
vertebrates? 
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3. 
My body  
Page 44

Watch.

What do I need to 
be healthy? 

Watch.

How do I get what I 
need? 

How do I breathe? What does my 
digestive system do?

Watch.  

What does my 
circulatory system 
do? 

4. 
Light and sound 
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Watch.

What is light?
Watch.

How do we use 
light? 

How do we see 
light?

How does light 
reflect?

Watch.

STEAM Challenge 
Can you make a 
rainbow? 
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Machines   
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Watch.

What are simple 
machines?

Watch.

How do people use 
simple machines? 

STEAM Challenge 
Make a simple 
machine 

How are complex 
machines different to 
simple machines?

Watch.

How do people use 
complex machines? 

6. 
Design and 
technology
Page 90 

Watch.

Why do we use 
technology? 

Watch.

How has technology 
changed?

Watch.

How can we use 
technology to 
communicate? 

How can we be safe 
on the Internet? 

How can we find 
information on the 
Internet? 
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Key competences

Linguistic communication Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematical (STEM) Digital
Personal, social and learning to learn Entrepreneurship Citizenship Cultural awareness and expression

• Language learning lab in every unit
Watch. unit videos, content videos and experiment videos
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How do plants 
reproduce? 

Watch.

STEAM Challenge 
Magic flowers 

Do all plants 
have flowers? 

How do non-
flowering 
plants 
reproduce?

Science lab  
Can you 
see seeds 
in fruits and 
vegetables?

Watch.

How can we look after 
plants? 

Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know plants?

What types of 
vertebrates are 
there? 

What are 
invertebrates? 

What types of 
invertebrates 
are there? 

Science lab  
Do shells and 
exoskeletons protect 
invertebrates?

Watch.

What are the 
differences 
between 
invertebrates and 
vertebrates? 

STEAM 
Challenge 
Animal menu

Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know about 
animals?

How does my 
excretory system 
work? 

STEAM Challenge 
My model organ 

How can I 
move?

Watch.  

What does my 
nervous system do? 

Science lab  
Can you write 
without sight?

Watch.

How do 
people 
reproduce?

Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know about your 
body?

What is sound? How do we use 
sound?

Watch.

How do we 
hear sound? 

Science lab  
Can you hear that sound?

Watch.

How does 
light reflect?

Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know about light 
and sound? 

Do all complex 
machines need 
electricity? 

Watch.

Science lab   
Can you move 
a pencil without 
touching it?

Watch.

How can 
people 
build strong 
structures? 

Why do we need strong structures? Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know about 
machines?  

How can I save 
and print my 
work? 

What is 
programming?

Watch.

How can 
I write an 
algorithm? 

STEAM Challenge 
Computational 
thinking 

How can 
you design 
something? Design a 

project 

Review & Reflect 
What do you 
know about 
computers and 
programming? 

Design lab


